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ABSTRACT

Innovative designs of a space-based laser remote sensing "wind machine" are presented.

These designs seek compatibility with the traditionally conflicting constraints of high scien-

tific value and low total mission cost. Mission cost is reduced by moving to smaller, lighter,

more off-the-shelf instrument designs which can be accommodated on smaller launch vehi-

cles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of tropospheric winds from space are highly desired for many NASA, NOAA, DOD, DOE, EPA, and com-
. • . 1,2

merclal apphcatlons. These include global climate change research, improved weather forecast accuracy, optimum aircraft rout-
ing for passenger safety/comfort and for fuel/time savings, commercial shipping storm avoidance, pollution research and

regulation enforcement, and military planning. Improved weather forecasting will save lives lost to storms, as well as reduce the

number of false alarms. Numerous studies have indicated that the optimum measurement approach for winds from space is a
3-5

pulsed coherent laser radar (CLR) . NASA recently completed dual Phase A and B studies, by GE Astro Space 6 and Lockheed 7,

for a full tropospheric profiling instrument named the Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder (LAWS). The studies both recommended

a pulsed CO 2 laser CLR system with pulse energy near 20 J, pulse repetition frequency (PRF) near 5 Hz, optical diameter near

1.6 m, and full-time operation (100% orbit duty cycle). However, the projected mission costs were deemed unacceptable for this

new era of reduced NASA resources, and the projected spacecraft resource requirements exceeded the capabilities of small satel-

lites. NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has therefore conducted an in-house effort to investigate innovative versions

of LAWS which are smaller, lighter, less expensive; which consume less power, require less heat removal, fit on small spacecraft

and launch vehicles; which provide valuable engineering data and space heritage; and which still deliver significant science prod-
uct consistent with NASA's Mission To Planet Earth (MTPE). The working name for these instruments is Autonomous Earth

Orbiting Lidar Utility Sensor (AEOLUS), after the mythical Greek god of wind. This paper reports on the progress to date of this
in-house effort.

2. WHAT IS AEOLUS?

The AEOLUS project is a series of point designs of a small, lightweight, low cost, low risk instrument for measuring

winds from space in regions of high aerosol backscatter. The mission goals are to:

I) provide valuable scientific information in support of NASA's MTPE,

2) demonstrate space operation of key technologies required for a full-scale LAWS,

3) implement a logical, affordable evolutionary process leading to a full-scale LAWS measurement of global tropospheric
winds.

The ground rules we followed are:
I) to use components that are as close to "commercial off the shelf (COTS)" as possible,

2) to use technology and a measurement technique that is capable of scaling up to make the full-scale LAWS measure-

ment,

3) to design a flexible instrument capable of being accommodated on a variety of platforms in space such as small satel-

lites, the space shuttle, and space station.

The instrument design process we followed is shown in Figure 1.

3. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

Both the choice of a measurement technique for AEOLUS and subsequent consideration of design trade-offs within the

chosen technique have confirmed that measurement of wind from space is a complex undertaking that contains numerous and
sometimes subtle interactions between:

1) the laser radar instrument parameters,
2) the available laser radar technology,

3) the capabilities of the instrument bus or carrier,

4) the launch vehicle,

5) the atmospheric target and its assumed properties.

When the various requirements of the mission that must be achieved simultaneously are considered from a system per-

spective, the sensor of choice for this mission is a pulsed CLR. These joint requirements include:
1) horizontal wind measurement accuracy of about ! m/s or better,



2)sufficientlylargecross-trackmeasurementswathwidthforarealcoverage,
3)minimalhorizontalwindmeasurementbias,
4)horizontalwindmeasurementresolutionofabout100kmorsmaller,
5)bestpossibleverticalresolution,
6)maximumpossibleallowedhorizontalwindmagnitude,
7)minimalprimepower,cooling,anddownlinkdataraterequirements,
8)minimalinstrumentmassandvolume,
9)maximummissionduration,
10)eyesafefluenceexposure,
I 1)lowmissioncost.

Requirement1leadstotheneedfornearlycollocated,biperspectivelineofsight(LOS)windmeasurements.Becauseof
spatialvariabilityinthehorizontalwindfield,manyLOSmeasurementsareneededineacharealresolutionelement(e.g.,100km
x 100kmsquare)inordertoreducethecontributiontoerrorfromundersampling.Sincethepointontheearthdirectlybelowthe
spacecraftmovesat7.3km/s(350kmorbitheight),the100kmresolutionrequirementmeansthatthetimeavailableforanaccu-
rateLOShorizontalwindmeasurementina100kmsquareisonlyabout14sdividedbythenumberof 100kmsquaresbeing
probedin thecross-trackdirection.Usingourcurrentnumberof4cross-tracksquaresyieldsabout3.5sforeachhorizontalwind
measurement.(Thefull-scaleLAWShad10cross-tracksquares.)Requirement2meansthelaserbeammustbescanned.Thescan-
ningmaybecontinuousorstep-stare.Continuous-scanningispreferredbythespacecraftdesignerwhomustcompensatetheangu-
larmomentum.Sincecontinuousscanninginvolveschangingthebeampointingdirectionwithtime,anaccurateLOSwind
measurementmustoccuroverashorttimeintervalduetoboththevaryingspacecraft-earthrelativevelocityalongtheLOS,and
duetothevaryingprobedirectionofthelaserbeaminthewind.ThusthenumberoflasershotsperLOSmeasurementdividedby
thelaserPRFmustbesmall.PulsedCLRsatisfiesthisbymakingameasurementwithasfewlasershotsasone.Bycomparison,
techniques that employ many laser shots per LOS measurement, such as pulsed noncoherent laser radar (NLR), must use a high

laser PRF. A higher PRF increases the required laser lifetime (in pulses), increases the on-board data processing rate, and increases

the data downlink rate unless on-board combining of multiple laser shot data is performed. This is true even if the total transmitted

pulse energy per LOS wind measurement is the same as CLR. To date, however, NLR measurements have proven less photon effi-

cient than CLR, and more total energy per LOS measurement must be transmitted. The important comparisons of prime power and

cooling require knowledge of each laser's efficiency. Some methods of combining laser shot data on board increase the risk of
velocity bias, and preclude data processing improvements on the ground.

4. COMPONENTS OF A SPACE-BASED CLR

It was stated above that the system designer must account for the interactions of the CLR instrument, the atmospheric or

earth surface target of interest, the launch vehicle, and the carrier or bus connecting the instrument to the launch vehicle. Each of

these items has levels of further subdivision. A CLR broadly consists of a laser transmitter, an optics subsystem, a receiver, a con-

trol computer, a data acquisition subsystem, and a data processing computer. A simplified schematic of a CLR is shown in Figure

2. The laser subsystem consists of an optical pulse generating unit and one or two continuous-wave (CW) lasers to perform the

functions of master oscillator and local oscillator (LO). The optics consist of lenses, mirrors, beamsplitters, the beam expanding
telescope, the beam scanner, and, if needed, a lag angle compensation (LAC) element. The receiver comprises an optical detector,

and optics to combine the received photons from the atmosphere with the LO optical field. This combination must strive to match
the shape, direction, curvature, and polarization of the LO field with the expected value of signal field.

5. SPA(_ECRAFT AND LAUNCH VEHICLE AC(_QMMQDATIQN

The spacecraft or payload of the launch vehicle consists of the carrier or bus mated to the scientific instrument(s). This

payload must be accommodated by the launch vehicle in the categories of mass, volume, orbit height, orbit inclination, survivable
launch vibration frequencies and amplitudes, and survivable launch accelerations. The cost of the launch vehicle and carrier must

both fit in the mission budget. We are considering Pegasus XL, Conestoga, LLV, and Taurus class launch vehicles. The carrier must

accommodate the needs of the instrument including electrical power, heat removal (thermal), orbit height, orbit inclination, electri-

cal power storage in batteries, mass, data downlink rate, mechanical mating, pointing control and stability, etc.



A sun-synchronousorbitispreferredfromtheelectricalpowerandheatremovalviewpoints.Themeasurementsoccur
overall latitudesandoveralltheearthafterafewdays.Bycontrastanequatorialorbitdoesnotmeasurethehigherlatitudes,but
givesmorecoverageoflowlatitudes.It receivesthelaunchadvantageoftheearth'srotation,butislessdesirableforelectrical
powerandheatremoval.

Lowerorbitheightsallowagreaterpayloadmass,butsomeofthismassgainisconsumedbypropellentneededforaddi-
tionalreboostsduetoincreasedatmosphericdrag.LowerheightsalsoprovidegreaterSNRforfixednadirangle,butnotnecessar-
ily forfixedcross-trackcoverage.Atmosphericdragalsodependsonthesunspotcycle,whichwillpeakfrom1999to2004.The
designsdescribedlaterassumea350kmorbitheightwitha30'nadiranglewhichyieldsa400-kmwidecoveragecenteredbelow
thespacecraft.

ThedatarateisproportionaltothelaserPRF,thenumberofdesiredrangegates(theheightresolutionandcoverage),and
thefractionofeachorbitspenttakingdata(orbitdutycycle).Thedataratemaybeloweredbyprocessingdataonboardbefore
transmission.Maximumscienceisachievedby100%orbitdutycycle.Downlinkingalldataallowsresearchintooptimumvelocity
estimationalgorithms.

Assumingasuitablylocatedgroundstationwithalarge(-5m)diameterS-bandantenna,datacanbedownlinkeddirectly
fromthespacecrafttothegroundstationatapeakdatarateof-2 Mbit/s,butonlyduringthetimethespacecrafthasLOS visibility

to the receiving station. This available time on any given orbit varies from zero to >5 min. with a gap between downlink opportuni-

ties sometimes as long as 20 hrs. Thus on-board data storage of several hundred Mbit may be required. A typical ground station

with a small (~ 1 m) diameter antenna will handle only a few 10's of kbit/s. This would require use of several ground stations. At
greater cost, data could be downlinked through an S-band omnidirectional antenna to the 26-m ground antenna network of the

Deep Space Network (DSN), or via a geostationary communications satellite such as the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS).

6. PULSED CLR DESIGN TRADES

Choosing a design point for a pulsed CLR to measure winds from space leads one to work in an onerous multi-dimen-

sional space consisting of a dimension for each parameter of the CLR instrument, the atmospheric target, the carrier capabilities,
and the launch vehicle capabilities. All of these parameters are interconnected and must be dealt with. Some of these interconnec-

tions have been previously discussed. 8 Varying one parameter to solve one problem often produces one or more new problems.

Often a mean value description is inadequate and a parameter's probability distribution function (PDF) must be used (e.g., aerosol
backscatter). Possible correlations among parameters must also be considered (e.g., aerosol backscatter vs. wind turbulence vs.

wind shear). Some design choices are continuous (e.g., laser pulse energy, optical diameter), while others are discrete (e.g., veloc-

ity calibration with or without an earth surface return, conical scanning with a rotating telescope or a rotating wedge or a rotating
flat mirror, active or passive heat removal).

An illustrative example of a design trade is the choice of design nadir angle 0, the angle between the nadir direction and

the LOS laser beam direction, for a laser beam conically scanning about nadir. (All our designs assume a constant nadir angle. A

variable nadir angle would increase complexity, risk, cost, and mass.) Many aspects of the system design depend on nadir angle. In

some cas.es the dependence on nadir angle can be easily pictured, while in other cases the dependence is complex, and should be
modeled on a computer. Table 1 summarizes some of the simple cases. We assume for the moment a fiat earth, and do not distin-

guish between the nadir angle as the photons leave the CLR in space, and their nadir angle in the atmosphere. This assumption

becomes more seriously incorrect as the nadir angle increases. Seeking first to maximize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (see case I in

Table i ). we consider that the signal power falls inversely as the square of the slant range R. The flat earth slant range varies as

l/cos0. The noise power is proportional to the detection or search bandwidth B S, which equals (2/_.)V S, where V S is the velocity

search bandwidth. For a maximum design horizontal wind in any direction, VHM, we find B S = (2/_)(2VHM)sin0. The total SNR

function is therefore (cos20)/sin0. The nonintuitive optimum nadir angle appears to be 0 °, or straight down. However, it has been

shown that SNR is not a good figure of merit (FOM) for wind velocity measurements. Picturing the detected signal in the fre-

quency domain, the signal power is gathered in just a few, or even one, frequency bins, while the noise power, assumed white, is

spread across all frequency bins. A better FOM is the ratio of the signal height to the level of the "grassy" noise, i.e., the ratio of the



totalaveragesignalenergyintheobservationtimetothespectraldensitylevelofthenoise3'9.Thisparameter_I_=SNRx M,
whereM isthenumberofdatasamplesusedtomakethefrequencyestimate9.Thenumberofdatasamplesperestimateispropor-
tionaltoboththesamplingfrequencyofthedatarecorderandtheobservationtimeforoneestimate.Holdingthedesiredheightres-
olutionofthemeasurementconstantmeansthattheobservationtimegoesasl/cos0.HoldingVHMconstant,andsamplingthe
datastreamfastenoughtoavoidfrequencyaliasingcausesthesamplingfrequencytogoassin0.Thisiscase2inTable1andagain
yieldsanoptimumnadirangleof0°,butwithaweakerfunctionof0. Nextweconsiderthatthemissiongoalishorizontalwind
measurementsandnotjustLOSmeasurements.ThealignmentofeachLOSmeasurementwiththehorizontalwindgoesassin0
andisshownincase3ofTableI. Theoptimumnadirangleisnow45°.ThiscombinationofLOSvelocityestimationperformance
withhorizontalalignmentisheuristicandnotrigorous.Twotechniquesofeffectingaconicalscanaboutnadirarearotatingtele-
scopeandarotatingwedge.If awedgeisusedtodeflectthelaserbeamby0, theCLRopticaldiameterisreducedbythefactor
cos0.Thiseffectisaddedincase4,wherewespecificallyassumethatatmosphericrefractiveturbulenceeffectsaresmall,andthat
thereisnotransmitter/delayedback-propagatedlocaloscillator(BPLO)misalignmentangleOLTheangleO_occursbetweenthe
transmittedlaserpulsedirectionandthedirectionoftheimaginaryBPLObeamasthebackscatteredphotonsreentertheCLR.The
optimumnadiranglebecomes35°.Wemayalsoheuristicallyaddthegoaloflargecross-trackcoveragebythesatellitesensor.For
aflatearth,wemultiplybytan0.Thisisincludedincase5.Theoptimumanglebecomes55°.Case6assumesarotatingtelescope,
removesthewedgescanner,andyieldsthatlargernadiranglesarealwaysbetter.WedonotusetheFOMsincases5and6sincethe
treatmentofswathwidthissoarbitrary.Ourcomputersimulationforestimatingtheperformanceofcandidatemissiondesignsuses
asphericalearth,andalsoincludesthemorecomplexeffectsofatmosphericextinction,atmosphericrefractiveturbulence,and
misalignmentangle.Usingourmoresophisticatedsimulationforcases4and5producesthesmalleroptimumanglesof 33°and
47",respectively(seeFigure3).It isreasonablethatadditionofextinctionandasphericalearthwouldfavorsmallernadirangles.
Thesimulationparameterscorrespondtoourpointdesign5,whichisdiscussedbelow.Notethatweusedaconstantmisalignment
angleof 7.3_rad,whichcausesabudgeted3dBmisalignmentlossatournominalnadirangleof 30°,butvaryinglossatother
nadirangles.

FuturerefinementstoourFOMforjustthenadirangledesigntrademightincludetheeffectsofnadirangleonaerosol
backscaner,landbackscatter,oceanbackscatter,andtheprobabilityofinterceptingclouds.Alsorelatedarethecostandmassofthe
wedge,andtheeffectsonatmosphericshotspacingofwedgerotationrateandlaserPRE

Table 1: Selection Of Design Nadir Angle

Case
SNR

(cos20)/sin0

1 it

2 ¢'
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Number

Data
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sin0
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cos0
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Track
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tan0

V'
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Total

Function

(cose0)/sin0

COS0

cos0sin0

(cos20)sin0

Optimum
Nadir

Angle

(deg.)

0

0

45

35

(sin20)cos0 55

sin20 90

The misalignment angle O_ is another important design trade issue, especially when selecting the laser wavelength of the

CLR 8, or when selecting the optical diameter. Frehlich 10 has examined the effect of misalignment angle Ot on degradation of the

CLR heterodyne or mixing efficiency, TIMIX; which is important since both SNR and • are proportional to it. We employ Fre-

hlich's exact results for a circular optical aperture of diameter D, a Gaussian transmitted beam with diameter optimally matched to



D,amonostaticCLR,farfieldoperation,andnegligiblerefractiveturbulenceeffects.Fordegradationslessthan15dB,thepoints
approximatelyfollowqMIX=0.42exp[-(q/2.8)2],whereq=(/ZDff./_).Thisisastrongfunctionoftheratioq,whichincludes
opticaldiameter,misalignmentangle,andopticalwavelength.If awedgescannerisused,thediameterDreferstothesmallervalue
exitingthewedge.ForafixedbudgetedlossinSNRduetomisalignment,theratioqmustbeheldconstant.Smallervaluesof
requireproportionallysmallervaluesofallowedmisalignment.ThisisshowninFigure4fortwowavelengthsandtheparameters
ofourpointdesign5.WhenOf.=0andeffectsofrefractiveturbulencearenegligible,thecommonintuitionthatlargervaluesofD
yieldbetterperformanceiscorrectsinceSNRisproportionaltoreceiverarea=KD2/4.However,nonzerovaluesof17,causea
reductioninthisquadraticgainofperformancewithincreasingD,andmayevencauseanabsolutereductioninperformance.This
isshowninFigure5usingtheparametersofourpointdesign5.Evenwithoutthemisalignmenteffect,thushavingthepromiseof
quadraticgaininperformance,theopticaldiameterwouldbelimitedduetothepenaltiesofmass,volume,cost,needforhighopti-
calquality,andtheneedtoconicallyscanthebeam.Misalignmentevenfurtherreducestheoptimumdesigndiameter.Weare
attemptingtomergethebehavioroftheCLRwithinformationaboutrealisticon-orbitmisalignmentangles.Theactualmisalign-
mentanglewillconsistofcontributionsfromprelaunchassemblyandalignmentoftheopticalsubsystem,furthermisalignment
fromlaunchstressandorbitlife,lasershotpointingjitter,andspacecraftpointingjitterduringtheroundtriptimeofthetransmitted
photons(- 3ms).Techniquestoeliminatethefirstthreecontributorsarepossible,butthe)complicatetheinstrumentdesign.

7. INSTRUMENT DESIGNS

The NASA/MSFC AEOLUS team has nearly completed five instrument point designs. We are carrying two candidate

laser technologies, the CO 2 laser at 9.11 [tm wavelength, and the Tm,Ho:YLF diode-pumped solid-state laser at 2.06 _tm. From

our nearly COTS ground rule, and our desire for smallsat capability, we have permitted maximum laser pulse energies of 400 and

200 rrd, respectively, and a maximum optical diameter of 50 cm. Each design is examined from the mechanical, electrical, thermal,

optical, laser, CLR wind measurement performance, and spacecraft accommodation perspectives. An example of CLR perfor-

mance prediction for our point design number 5 is shown in Figure 6. Five curves are plotted against the atmospheric aerosol back-

scatter coefficient. The reflectances of land and water may also be converted into these backscatter units. This description permits

scientists to determine the applicability of each CLR to measure winds of various atmospheric targets such as clear air, clouds,

dust, boundary layer air, jet streams, etc. From top to bottom, the five curves are SNR M, the unrealistic limiting case of matched

filter S.NR, SNR S, the more realistic SNR calculated from the noise admitted into the velocity search bandwidth, _, as discussed

earlier. Pg, the probability that a LOS wind estimate is "good", and OV, the standard deviation or spread of the "good" wind

estimates 9. The good wind estimates are clustered around the true value of the wind speed, while the "bad" estimates are uniformly

distributed over a region of width V S. All the values of_ V are sufficiently small to provide excellent performance. Even as Pg falls

to 20% for low values of backscatter, (_V remains smaller than 0.4 m/s. Therefore, the ke._ performance criterion to monitor is Pg.

Since the backscatter value that yields Pg = 0.5 occurs near [3(2.06 _m) = 2.5 x 10 -6 m-lsr - !, we refer to that number as the aerosol

backscatter sensitivity of design 5. As can be seen, lower values of [3(2.06 _m) will produce fewer but usable velocity estimates.

Note that SNR M - 3 dB, SNR S - -15 dB, CI) - 6, and (_V ~ 0.3 m/s.

All five of our point designs are contrasted in Table 2. The top row shows the backscatter sensitivity of each design. Care
must be taken when comparing these values at different optical wavelengths, since backscatter varies with wavelength. Common to

all 5 designs are an SNR margin of 3 dB, a budgeted misalignment loss of 3 dB, a sun-sx nchronous orbit height of 350 kin, a 30*

nadir a.ngle, a target altitude of 300 m, transmit and receive optics efficiencies of 0.9 each. and no polarization mismatch loss. Fig-

ure 7 contrasts the sizes of designs 1-5 with the Lockheed LAWS Phase B design 7. Design 5 has a pulse energy-receiver aperture

product 15 dB below designs 3-4 in order to be accommodated on a Pegasus rocket. It achieves considerable volume and mass sav-

ings. The orbit average electrical power needed by design 5 is higher than 3-4 due to the increase of orbit duty cycle to 30% (a fac-

tor of 6 I. and an increase in laser PRF to 50 Hz (a factor of 5). Designs 2,4, and 5 use a rotating wedge to create a conical scan

about the nadir direction. Designs 1 and 3 have two fixed pointing directions, fore and aft. to allow biperspective wind measure-

ments _ong a line parallel to the ground track, but offset by 144 km. The two views of a single point in the atmosphere would be

accomplished by switching the CLR between two 50 cm telescopes, and would occur about 40 s apart. This configuration has less



sciencevaluethantheconicalscan.Comparingthe9.11_mdesigns1-2withthe2.06_mdesigns3-4,thecostofscanninginmass
andpower,aswellasitslowervolumecanbeseen.

No attempt has been made to have equal science value between the point designs at 2.06 and 9.11 _m. A study is under-

way to quantify the ratio of backscatter values between the two wavelengths for various candidate atmospheric targets within the

sensitivity range of our different point designs. Note also that holding the misalignment loss fixed at 3 dB causes the misalignment

angle specification to become stricter at 2.06 I.tm. Our designs are not yet mature enough to quantify the effect this stricter specifi-

cation might have on instrument mass, volume, complexity, and cost; or on the suitability of candidate spacecraft.

8, (_QNCLUSIONS

Global tropospheric wind measurements are highly desired and will provide many benefits. Numerous studies have

selected coherent laser radar as the optimum technique. Atmospheric winds have been successfully measured with coherent laser

radar since 1967. A full-scale mission which measures the lowest levels of aerosol backscatter is not practical in today's economic

climate. However, significant scientific benefits are possible with a smaller and more affordable instrument. Significant benefit

could result in only a few years by starting a faster, smaller, cheaper mission now. NASA/MSFC is ready to design and perform

such a mission. The mission will provide exciting science and will also provide valuable information for a future full-scale effort.
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